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Group may recommend
stricter smoking policy
"That (smoking) area should
be independently
ventilated ... it will run into
engineering problems and

by Judy Immel
staff reporter

The University Safety Committee expects to make a recommendation for a more
restrictive policy on smoking in
University buildings by the end
of March.
The present policy prohibits
smoking in classrooms, laboratories, lecture halls and designated areas. The designated
areas are determined by the
dean or other person in charge
of the area.
The recommendation may
mean a ban on smoking in most
public areas on campus, although specific solutions and
proposals will not be decided
until at least the middle of next
month.
After a subcommittee report
on the issue, the safety committee will submit the recommendation for a vote by
administrators and, eventually,
the Board of Trustees, said
Wayne Colvin, chairman of the
safety committee.
The closed air system of many
of the buildings on campus
makes smoking in most of the

costs."
— Dan Parratt, manager,
Environmental Services
buildings unsuitable, according
to Dan Parratt, manager of Environmental Services.
Generally, the buildings concerned have steam heaters and
were built before the 1960s.
In these buildings, the same
air circulates within the building, which means that smoke
disperses and drifts throughout.
Therefore, setting aside special smoking areas is not an
effective solution to the smoking
situation, Parratt said.
"That (smoking) area should
be independently ventilated,
which would disrupt the handling balance of air circulation
and affect temperature regulation," he said. "Doing something about it will run into
engineering problems and

costs."
Parratt said that besides
smoking being harmful to environmental health and personal
health, fire safety is involved as
well.
"We hear reports about small
fires caused by cigarettes, but
fortunately, most are contained
to wastebaskets or burned
rugs," he said.
The policy of allowing everyone to decide for themselves on
their department policy means
there is no coherent, consistent
statement by the University on
its stance on smoking areas,
according to Parratt.
"In some places someone can
only smoke in the bathroom,
while in another, he or she would
C See Smoking, page 4.

Ohio insurance bill passed
m News/Pe,e FeUman

Heart and 'sole'

Joe Fisher, a Cleveland resident, and Dana Sniegowski, sophomore fashion merchandising major, kick up
their feet even though both have been dancing for nearly 24 hours at the 13th annual MDA Superdance
held in the lobby of Offenhauer Towers. The dance, which began Friday at 6 p.m. and ended 24 hours
later, attracted 48 dancers who collected over $3,900 from sponsors, all of which will go to the Muscular
Dystrophy Association.

COLUMBUS (AP)-After
brief debate, the House passed
yesterday a rewritten bill revising Ohio's insurance laws, ostensibly to make liability insurance
more widely available at lower
prices.
However, opponents said the
long-debated legislation carries
witn it a false promise, noting
that other states have adopted
similar changes without accomplishing those goals.
The 81-12 vote sent the measure to an uncertain fate in the
Senate, where President Paul
Gillmor, R-Port Clinton, said he

Activist's Restructuring questioned
release University Writing Center 'digressing', says director
expected
"What can we do for them
(students) if the
by Maria Kromer
staff reporter

MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet
Sovemment announced yesteray that two more dissidents
have been ordered released
from prison and that Jewish
activist Josef Begun is likely to
be freed.

If they are released, it would
be in line with Kremlin actions
to free dissidents whose imprisonment has been an obstacle to
better Soviet relations with the
West. Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev has launched a liberalization drive and has said the
Soviet Union is changing its approach to human rights.
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Gennady Gerasimov said the
government has ordered the release of Anatoly Koryagin and
Alexander Ogorodnikov and will
"most likely" free Begun.
Gerasimov told a news briefing he didn't know whether Koryagin was free yet, but he said
a government decision was
made Friday to pardon him
from charges of anti-Soviet activity.
"Today or tomorrow he will be
released," Gerasimov said.

• "We are digressing and not
progressing," said Dr. Vernice
Cain, director of the University
Writing Center, in reference to
the upcoming restructuring of
the center.
In January, Cain received notice from the Office of Academic
Affairs that the UWC would be
reorganized and her contract
would not be renewed when it
expires June 30.
Dr. Joan Morgan, director of
Academic Enhancement, said
last week that the changes were
being made to put the UWC
more in line with the services
offered by the Math Lab and
Study Skills Lab.
The current coordinators of 11
components in the UWC, offering writing expertise in a number of academic fields, have
become peer tutors. Cain's position as director will be taken
over by an English graduate
student, Cain said.
MORGAN SAID the changes
were made to specialize help for
students in their basic English
skills at the 100 level, but students needing other forms of

specialization is eliminated?"
— Vernice Cain, director,
University Writing Center
guidance will not be turned
away.
Of all the students using the
UWC now, 75 to 80 percent are
students from English 110, HI
and 112, Cain said. If the main
focus of the center will not actually change, Cain does not understand why organizational
restructuring needs to be made.
"All students have to be introduced to the writing process and
we have to help them find their
own processes. But students
need us more after 112 when
they need to write academically
in other subjects too," Cain said.
She said she does not see the
need to eliminate the specialized
components either.
"What can we do for them
(students) if the specialization is
eliminated?" she said.
Morgan also said last week
that all the labs are concerned
with working with high-risk students.

The Pearl Program in the
UWC, funded by a special grant
from the Special Services Office, was originally designed
specifically for high-risk students, helping them through all
three basic English courses,
Cain said. The proposed change
in the structure will not be offering anything different from
what the center now has to offer,
she said.
THE GRADUATE students
and upper-level undergraduate
students whose coordinator
postitions were eliminated are
upset about the changes too,
Cain said.
"All my tutors were going to
quit because they didn't want to
work under another graduate
student as their director. They
feel it is unjust and unfair. It's
simply a matter of principle and
pride," she said.
D See Cain, page 4.

will name a new committee to
conduct hearings in a "timely
but thorough fashion."
Gov. Richard Celeste vetoed a
similar proposal in December,
objecting to provisions that he
said would restrict the rights of
Ohioans to seek compensation
for injuries caused by defective
products.
The rewritten bill deletes
some but not all of those provisions, and the governor's office
has not said if lie would accept
the new version. Some groups
that urged the veto indicated
yesterday they would do so

again, among them the Ohio
Public Interest Campaign.
But House Insurance Chairman Michael Stinziano, D-Columbus, said the bill represents
"a common-sense approach" to
availability and affordability
problems that have troubled
small businesses and goverments in Ohio in recent months.
"THESE ARE workable reforms," be told the House, referring to changes in both the tort
(civil lawsuit) system and those
that call for tighter regulation of
G See Insurance, page 4.

BG police still
investigating
coed's murder
by Don Lac
wlreedHor

City police are "very comfortable" with the progress of
the investigation into the Jan.
6 murder of a University student, Police Chief Galen Ash
said yesterday.
The Fremont regional office of the Ohio Bureau of
Criminal Identification and
Investigation is still conducting tests on evidence taken
from the apartment at 818
Second St, where Karen Sue
Hirschman, 22, was found
stabbed to death, Ash said.
"Two vanloads" of
material were taken from the
apartment in the first days of
the investigation, and additional "potential evidence" was
sent to the BO crime lab last
week, he said.
"Now it's pretty much waiting on results from the lab,"
Ash said.
Police and investigators
from the Wood County Prosecutor*! office have been in-

terviewing people to
determine "any kind of connection with the case," he
said.
"Time is really not against
us. Except for the public's
satisfaction, the public's
ease, and the news media,"
there are no time constraints.
Ash said.
"We'd like to dear it (the
case) up as rapidly as possible, but by being slow and
careful we don't make any
mistakes," he said.
Some of the tests run by the
BC1 lab take several days to
complete, and the lab was
working on two other homicide cases for other Northwest Ohio police agencies
when the Hirschman murder
occurred, Ash said.
BO is also running tests on
material gathered at the Wallace Are. noose where James
Reeder, 47, shot and killed his
estranged wife and her friend
before killing himself, Ash
said.

Wednesday
D University administrators don't Just sit In
their offices and sign papers. Some of
them, President Olscamp Included, stretch
their academic legs In the classroom: See
stories, page 3.
D A suspected organized-crime leader is
arrested in Dayton for not paying his taxes:
See story, page 5.
D His brother's memory will drive Frank
Booker on the court tonight against Ball
State: See story, page 6.

I
Out-of-work Ohio teens
tell federal subcommittee
about jobless frustration

L

WASHINGTON (AP) - Five Ohio teen-agers
described the frustrations of unemployment to a
Senate panel Tuesday in a poignant illustration
of the problem of joblessness among the nation's
dlsadvantaged youths.
"I'm just trying to find a job," said 16-year-old
Dwayne Hams of Cincinnati. "I feel like life is a
big disappointment. I live one day at a time. I
pray all the time. All I need is a chance."
Harris made his remarks in testimony before
the Senate Labor and Human Resources labor
subcommittee. He was joined by four other teenagers and the Rev. Jesse Jackson.
"The president of the United States is abandoning our children, assaulting them with his

budget priorities," said Jackson. "They're
locked out of jobs. They're locked out of job
training. They're locked out of college."
Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, who
chaired the hearing, called it a "national crisis,"
saying a staggering number of disadvantaged
youths lack jobs, training, education and opportunity.
Metzenbaum said that as of 1964 nearly onehalf of black men aged 16 to 24 had no work
experience whatsoever. And he said the U.S.
Department of Education has classified 44 percent of black youths and 56 percent of Hispanic
youths as functionally illiterate.

Editorial
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Know your Constitution
new constitution was passed in the Philippines
Jast month and many Americans and other
defenders of democracy cheered.
The constitution, they said, was much like the one
written 200 years ago by the leaders of the United
States.
Hopefully, those in the Philippines will take a
little more time to learn about their constitution.
Americans, obviously, know too little about theirs.
A recent survey conducted by the Hearst Corp.,
which included interviews with a cross-section of
more than 1,000 Americans and has a margin of
error of plus or minus 3 percent, shows that most
people do not understand or appreciate the Constitution.
Sure it's easy to make the mistake to believe that
the Constitution makes English the national language. Sixty-five percent of those surveyed did.
And it can be forgiven that citizens do not know
specifics about the Constitution, such as the fact
that states can legalize marijuana within their
borders. Sixty-eight percent of those surveyed were
not aware of that fact.
What is shameful, however, is that almost half of
those Americans surveyed did not know that the
Constitution created a Federal Government and
defined its powers.
Would you be proud to say that one in four of your
countrymen think the Constitution is actually the
Declaration of Independence, which came more
than a decade earlier?
It is also embarrassing that only 41 percent of
those surveyed could identify the Bill of Rights as
the first 10 amendments to the Constitution.
What we have in this country is a unique freedom, and the Constitution plays a vital rofe in that
freedom. It sets guidelines for our government and
our way of life.
Being ignorant about it makes Americans look
either stupid or apathetic about their own freedom.
A series of celebrations are being planned for the
Constitution's anniversary. And instead of buying
her a present for the big day, why not just try
getting to know her?

Take a stand
on budget cuts
by Jason Gray
If the education budget for the
state of Ohio is passed as is, the
University will stand to lose f 1.3
million. Many other schools in
Ohio stand to lose considerable
amounts of money. As a result,
the University will have to come
up with not only money for operating expenses, but money to
increase profits.
Where will a primary source
for this money come from? General fee money. You remember
that additional "little" bit of
money you pay for things like
the Rec Center, Stadium, Ice
Arena, Golf Course, and also
money that is put into a pool
from which campus organizations receive their money.
Presently, in-state, full-time
students pay $193 per semester,
the highest general fee in the
state of Ohio. Proposals are underway to increase the general
fee by 15 percent to 25 percent.
You're right. I don't think it's
fair either. What can we do? The
University is in an awkward
situation. Students have to understand that the administration
is also not thrilled at the idea of
having to raise prices or offer
fewer services.
The answer to this problem
mav be one of the only things
that all students and administrators (and faculty) have agreed
on all year long. Fight, right
like never before. The average
Joe Schmoe student who thinks
his voice doesn't mean anything
has a chance to redeem himself.
Use networks that are already

created. Undergraduate Student
Government has meetings every
Monday at 7:30 p.m. on the
second floor of McFall Center.
Come voice your opinion. The
office address is 405 Student
Services Building: drop us a
note.
All of the student governments
in Ohio comprise a lobbying
group-Ohio Student Associaon. OSA has been very effective in the past on other issues,
and action will be taken on the
proposed budget - but we need
Sour input. On the adrninistrave level, the IUPC (Inter-University President's Council)
also meets, and our administration as well as others will voice
their opinion. With a collective
lobbying effort on behalf of students, faculty and the administration our voices will be heard.
You can also contact your
state representative, Randall
Gardner, in Columbus. He was
elected to represent you. Watch
for an upcoming USG forum
with him. It will happen. If all
else fails, clip this letter out and
send it to mom and dad, and say,
"Can you believe this!?! What
are both of you going to do about
this! ?!" These are your options.
Along with proposed budget cuts
on the state level, be aware of
what's iiappening on the federal
level. USG is sponsoring a forum
on financial aid Feb. 19, at 7:30
p.m. in Room 115 Education
building. This is another opportunity to come out and find out
what's happening. Push has
come to shove. Make your voice
heard.
Gray is a USG representative.
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Peace not the same as fear
by Gregg Richardson
Grandpa is nearly seventy,
and as he grows older, he tends
to talk, rambling on about whatever comes into his mind. Tonight as he rocks his threemonth old grandson, chattering
to him about typical baby concerns, such as bottles, diapers,
burps and big sisters, he suddenly says, 'Tou never go to
war, Emory. Don't you ever go
to a war." He stops and looks at
my wife.
Don't you ever let this baby
go to a war. You send him to
Canada, anything, just don't let
him go to war."
What is going through his
mind? He continues.
"Don't let them take Gregg
either."
"Daddy, Gregg is too old."
"No, he's not. Back during
World War H they were taking
them up to thirty-six years old.
Your brother is not out of the
woods yet either, you know."
I look at him quietly, wondering, what can he be feeling inside? A lifelong Republican,
dedicated evangelical Christian,
World War II veteran, now literally worn out from twenty years
of trudging from house to house
with heavy bags of mail, why
this inner fear? This is the 1980s,
the era of conservative government, burgeoning churches,
America "standing tall" again.
These should be years of crowning satisfaction for him. What is
wrong?
I think of that late night conversation several years ago, the
only time he has ever talked to
either of us about the war. His
stories of being stationed in England, frequently visiting a local
girl and her nice British family,
abandoning meals to run to the
bomb shelter whenever the air
raid sirens went off, never knowing. ..? The dav in 1944 when he
boarded a troop ship and headed
for Normandy, knowing-this
was it. The deafening sounds of
the battle. The airplane that
exploded and fell with a trail of
smoke into the sea. Crouching
behind a barrier, waiting for
orders to run out into the holocaust of bullets and bombs. The
bloody bodies of men like himself, lying with open eyes and
mouths beside the road.
"I was just scared, all the
time," he said. "I just never
stopped being scared."
Nevertheless, he went to war
then, and now he counsels us, if
war comes again, to send our
son to Canada. What is the difference?
I suppose the second World
War was a justifiable war, if

ever there was one. What
Grandpa C.E. did took courage,
especially for a man who is not
by nature courageous. But I
believe that, as a man who remembers vividly what a war is
really like, he knows that it is
the most deadly serious decision
a human being or a country can
ever undertake. He does not
believe that anybody should
ever have to do what he did
unless there is an overwhelmingly powerful reason for doing
so.
And I think that today he is
looking around and realizing
that a lot of people who have no
idea what a dark horror war
really is, are drumming us
cheerfully down the road to
pointless carnage in tiny countries most Americans know
nothing about.
From the terror of contra attacks on Nicaraguan villages, to
the devastation wrought by
American air power on the Salvadoran countryside, to the gratuitous conquest of tiny
Grenada, to the night-time
bombing of suburban Tripoli, to
the unf athomably cynical sale of
weapons to both sides of the
battle between Iran and Iraq,
everyday we are encouraged to
celebrate war as a sign of a
national renewal of pride and
glory.
From the President to Sylvester Stallone, people who have
never been where Grandpa C.E.
was are selling us a lie, a madefor-TV movie about the glory of
war. Grandpa C.E., stalwart
middle-American, raised in the
heartland of Iowa, fears for his

infant grandson.
But can I follow Grandpa's
advice? I grew up in the era of
Vietnam. Day after day,
throughout my teenage years, I
lived with the fear of that relentless war. I am, by nature, not
courageous either. Brought up
as a fundamentalist in the 1960s,
I came to the conclusion, without any encouragement from
my church, that for a Christian
to kill another human being, for
whatever reason, was wrong.
As the war drug on and on and
my eighteenth birthday drew
nearer, I struggled with my conscience. What would I do? Run
to Canada? Go to prison? Go to
war? What were my real motivations, Christian values or simple fear? Two months before I
turned eighteen, the ceasefire
was signed, and I thanked God I
was relieved of my burden. But I
had made my decision. I would
not run, but neither would I
fight.

It seems irrelevant whether
the Advertising Club's swastika
buttons were genuine World War
II-era manufactures (which, by
the way, does not qualify them
as antiques, which by definition
are at least 100 years old) or
newly minted; they still remain
deeply offensive symbols to
many people. Ms. Darrow was
auite correct in expressing her
displeasure at finding such
items for sale at the University.
Unlike you, Ms. Rogers, I have
no problem with Ms. Darrow
asking "groups and individuals
to be cautious, to think, to care."
Although you, Ms. Rogers, are
"proud" of the Advertising
Club, I am not currently proud
of you as the Advertising Club's
adviser. Ms. Rogers, is selling
swastika buttons really the kind

of "recognition to BGSU" that
you want, and does making
money justify the means used?
As responsible community
members, we have the obligation not to blindly approve everything that is done-in this
case just because it was done by
our own students. A mistake in
judgment was certainly made in
allowing swastika burtons to be
sold - no matter for what good
cause. Thus, regardless of now
constructive the other activities
of the Advertising Club are, a
mistake is a mistake. So, Ms.
Rogers, be gracious enough to
admit it and try to be a more
responsible club adviser.

War is a time requiring courage. Peace is not a synonym for
cowardice. The Witness for
Peace volunteers, Americans
who go and live on the border of
Nicaragua in hopes that the contras wQl not attack a town in
which Americans are present,
are people of extraordinary
courage.
Sanctuary activists who risk
long jail terms and earn the
hatred of their neighbors and
fellow-citizens in order to give
shelter to refugees who are fleeing from the violence of El Salvador and Guatemala are
people of courage. The Mothers

of the Disappeared, many of
whom have died in the hands of
the Guatemalan government for
daring to demand public accountability for atrocities committed
against their children, are
women of courage.
By contrast, let me be blunt. It
requires no courage for a president to sign papers authorizing
other people to fight a war of
attrition against a tiny impoverished nation that does not even
possess an air force or a navy. It
requires no courage for a muscle-bound actor to play a makebelieve killer in a popular movie
designed to stir up a war fever
and make a substantial profit at
the same time.
War is a last resort, the consequence of a complete breakdown
of human social values. It is the
ultimate crisis any of us will
ever have to face. Our attitudes
in time of war and the decisions
that we make go to the very core
of who we are: they are the
surest criteria by which our
character can ever be judged.
I'm sorry, Grandpa CE., in
whatever turn-of-the-century
Vietnam our country may someday be gripped, I can't counsel
my children to run to Canada. I
hope that my son and daughter
will have the courage to stand
firm for the cause of peace,
whatever the consequences, ana
I hope that I will have the courage to stand with them.
Anything else would be a betrayal of all you taught us, you
courageous old warrior.
Richardson is science reference librarian for the math/science library.

LettersAccusation unfounded
I just read the Feb. 11 letter
from Susan Darrow, associate
director of the Honors Student
Program, which accuses the Ad
Club of "possible support" of
neo-Nazi groups. The accusation
arose because the Ad Club sponsored a traveling sale of collectibles" - movie posters and
theme buttons. And within the
thousands of items offered for
sale, she found a swastika button.
By the logic that lies behind
the accusation against the Ad
Club, I guess we can assume
that the Honors Student Association, because one of its February
events is the showing of the
movie "Eating Raoul," is in
"possible support" of cannibalism.
Of course, neither possibility
is true.
The members of BGSU's Ad
Club have not forgotten the atrocities of World War II. We
haven't forgotten the unfounded
accusations waged during the
McCarthy era either. I just hope
Ms. Darrow remembers these
accusations too.
Robert Cralg
4(7 S. Summit Apt. 51

Jeffrey J. Gordon
Associate Prof, of Geography

Respond
The BG News is you. campus
forum.
Letters and columns should be
typewritten, double-spaced and
signed. Phone number and address or OCMB number must be
included.
Letters to the editor should net
be longer than 200 words.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions that are in
bad taste, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions
to:

Editorial Editor
The BG News
214 West Hall

by David Harris
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'Mistake is a mistake'
It was Martha Rogers' letter
("Ad Club Defended." Feb. 13)
that was unfair, and not Susan
Davenport Darrow's ("Sale
Items Tasteless," Feb. 11), as
Ms. Rogers would like us all to
believe.
How could Ms. Darrow gather
"all available evidence" to
know that the Advertising Club
does not support the KKK or
neo-Nazis as Ms. Rogers claims,
when Ms. Darrow's comment on
some of the sale material was
met with "silence, cold silence?"
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Administrators offer classes new perspectives
by Julie Fauble
reporter

"It's a way of keeping in
touch with students. You
really get an idea of what
they're experiencing."

Students sometimes think of
administrators as people who sit
behind desks all day and lay
down the law without setting
foot into the classroom.
But many administrators on
campus enjoy stepping out of
their offices and into the classrooms to give students education from a different perspective
in subjects ranging from orientation to history and computer
science.
For many administrators, teaching is a logical extension of
their positions.
Housing Director Jill Carr teaches classes such as College
Student Personnel 480, which is
for second-year resident advisers. She said it is natural for her
to teach courses like this because they are an important
part of residence life.
"What I do in the classroom
can be an extension of what I do
in here (the housing office),"
she said.
Teaching orientation classes
fits naturally with Gregory DeCrane's duties as associate vice
president of student activities,
which include all University
events, organizations and freshmen orientation.
The classes help the students
with their transition to University life and help him plan programs for students.

— Gregory DeCrane, associate
vice president, student activities
"You really get an idea of what
they're experiencing."
His experiences with orientation classes have contributed to
publications for incoming students and events at fall orientation. He said he has been
teaching for about 10 years.
University Archivist Ann
Bowers' class, Women in American History, allows her to link
her work in the archives directly
to students, she said.
Part of her work involves trying to get instructors and students to utilize the archives, but
with her own class, she's guaranteed that her students at least
will learn about the archives,
she said. She assigned her class
a term paper based on information in the Women's Studies Archives.
Working directly with students also helps her to recognize
their interests and skill levels so
she can help the archives better
respond to student needs, she
said.
Linda Hamilton, assistant to
the vice president of planning
and budgeting, said teaching is
not required of administrators,
but is encouraged if they ex-

"IT'S A WAY of keeping in
touch with students," he said.

All currently registered BGSU atadcaU eligible

• Win the cash equivalent
of one semester's in state,
undergraduate tuition,
—W21.0#-orone
of three ($50) book
scholarships.

• Tickets available Feb. 9-24
from any Honors Student,
the Honors Program Office
(231 Administration Bldg.
372-8504), and at tables
across campus.

FREE TUITIONS

by Undo Hoy
staff reporter

press an interest in it.
"IT IS SOMETHING that is
done over and above theh; normal duties," she said.
\v
Money is not the reason administrators choose to add teaching to their workloads.
While Bowers said she got
paid for teaching, both DeCrane
and Carr said they teach just
because they enjoy it.
Hamilton said compensation
for teaching depends on each
individual case and the University does not have a formal
Klicy for administrators who
ich.
Carr said one of the main
reasons she teaches is that it
allows her to keep in contact
with students.
"Dealing with students faceto-face is what I think I do the
best," she said.
Teaching also allows her to
interact with students in a more
enjoyable way, she said.
Bowers said she enjoys teaching because it is a challenge.
It's a switch," she said. "In
class, I'm using my knowledge,
my skills and experience in a
different direction."

Most students know the name Paul Olscamp
as that of their University president, but 30
philosophy students see him in a different light.
Olscamp is teaching these students Philosophy
102.
"I don't think he's any different from any
other teacher," said Mike Livengood, freshman
undecided major, "but you know he's the president when he walks into the room."
Olscamp has an "aura" about him that says
he's the president, but "he tries very hard to be
just another professor with us," Carl Dettmer,
freshman pre-journalism major, said.
When freshman fashion merchandising major
Cindie Ledford found out she would have the
president as her professor she was "scared."
"I thought he'd be a harder teacher," she
said.
He also tries to make the classes fun. In
teaching the students, Olscamp said he uses
entertaining examples to help them remember
things.
"I TRY to explain the same point in several
different ways, he said.
Also, Olscamp tells entertaining stories,
which for Dettmer are "much better than
hearing about Aristotle."
A favorite of Dettmer's is a story about the
time Olscamp arranged to be carried off in a
straitjacket in front of his students.

In 1965, when Olscamp was teaching English
at Ohio State University, he walked into his
class and began talking in his usual tone of
voice. His word inflections were the same, but
the word order was mixed up.
Toward the end of class, Olscamp arranged
for two of his colleagues to come into the class in
white coats and carry him away.
The next class he returned and said, "Before I
was so rudely interrupted ..." and proceeded
to explain the importance of syntax.
To handle telephone calls from Olscamp's
students, special arrangements have been
made with his secretary, Dettmer said.
"If we identify ourselves as members of the
class," he said, "(Olscamp) will get to us right
away."
THE PAST year and a half was the only time
during Olscamp's 12 years as a university
president that he has not taught. Olscamp has
been University president for five years and
was president of Western Washington University for seven years.
Olscamp said he chose to become a professor
of philosophy because "it was the first intellectual thing that I came across in my life that I
was really good at."
The president said he will go to "great
lengths to not miss teaching classes.
Even though next week's schedule includes
traveling to a different Ohio city every day, "I
won't miss a class," he said.
If Olscamp has to miss class, a substitute will
teach or a make-up class will be held, he said.

homes

5th ANNUAL
TUITION RAFFLE

Olscamp's teaching 'philosophy'
employs entertaining examples
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DEPARTMENT STORE
BUYER TRAINING PROGRAM
OFFERS
COLLEGE GRADUATES:
* Formal classroom instruction
• Supervised job experience
* Job rotation
* Performance evaluation
• Career counseling
• Early recognition
* Responsibility
• Success/reward
IF YOU OFFER:
* Ambition * High energy level
* Intelligence * People skills
• Desire for leadership

"Yeah, yeah,
that's the ticket!"
» $1 per ticket or
six tickets for $5.

HORNE'S will be interviewing on Campus on March 3.
Interview sign ups are Wednesday, February 18. Or send a
resume to:

> Drawing February 25,
dunng halftime at the
Falcon Basketball Game.

HORNE'S, Executive Placement, 501 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15222

• Proceeds go to the
J. Robert Bashore
Scholarship Fund.
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WILD
WEDNESTwo Pairs,
One Price!
Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair o(
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals and tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

for Both Pairs

$7988 $||988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

StMtfjSa
352-2533
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DOMINO'S
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FREE.
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Cain

Smoking

Continued from page 1.
The changes were supposed to
go into effect earlier this month,
but Morgan said that getting
everything into order is taking
longer than anticipated.
Cain was offered a position
as an executive assistant in the
office of Academic Enhancement in order to fulfill her contract with the University, which
runs out in June, but she said she
wants to finish her time in the
UWC. No one has attempted to
take her place as director yet,
she said.
Cain didn't know anything
about the changes until she received the first notice in January, and she was never
consulted on any of the changes,
she said.
Since the services will offer
the same basic help and no one
will be turned away, Cain said
she does not know why any
changes are necessary, and
wonders what expertise lies behind the decision.
Morgan declined any further comment.

□ Continued from page 1.
have to go out to the hall to
smoke because smoking isn't
allowed in the office," he said.
A motion to ban smoking on
campus was tabled at the December meeting of the safety
committee in lieu of more information, according to Colvin.
"we're not rushing into it (a
new policy recommendation),
but we would like to get closure
on the issue by spring," Colvin
said.
Problems that would have
to be worked out include determining what areas of residence
halls would be considered public
and therefore be regulated by
new policies, he said.
Presently there are 14 non-

Insurance
Q Continued from page 1.
insurance companies and their
rates.
Reps. William Batchelder,
R-Medina, and Michael Fox, RHamilton, led the debate against
the bill, with Batchelder claiming the industry changes are
overly harsh. Small insurance
companies can't afford the volu-

smoking floors in campus residence halls, with two additional
non-smoking floors to be added
next year, according to Jill
Carr, director of housing.
"The non-smoking floors
are definitely popular with the
students, which is the reason for
adding more," she said.
Justine Magsig, chairwoman of the subcommittee investigating the current nonsmoking policy and proposing
ideas for a new policy, said she
would like to see additional representation on the subcommittee by the faculty, classified
staff and students before making a report.
The present University
smoking regulations were enminous income and other reporting requirements mandated by
the bill, he said.
Fox said that in New Mexico
and Florida, where similar
forms were enacted, there was
no appreciable relief. Those reforms were designed to save
money for companies that could
mean lower premiums. But
some companies, including

Application For

HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
Deadline: Monday, March 2, 1987

L

The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established (o recognize students who
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership In
University Community activities. The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate
active participation in University organizations and be available for a personal interview
with the selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office
of the Vice President for University Relations. Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m.,
Monday. March 2, 1987.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about March 30.
1987.
Applications are available In the Office of the Vice President for University Relations.
Mileti Alumni Center.

"S3

acted in 1959 by the Board of
Trustees and were reinforced by
Ohio law in 1976, which made
smoking in a classroom a misdemeanor.
A 1985 amendment of the
Ohio Revised Code required
public buildings to provide nonsmoking sections, Parratt said.
A bill which will prohibit
smoking in all public places in
Ohio, including restaurants, elevators and any place of public
or private employment, will be
reintroduced during the next
meeting of the Ohio General
Assembly, according to a legislative aide to Rep. Ike Thompson, D-Cleveland, author of the
bill.

Alumni
Room

Ohio
Suite 1

1:00-2:00

Nabisco

NFO
Research

2:00-3:00

Marathon
Oil

Clairol

Johnson
&
Johnson

CompuServe

3:00-4:00

A third person has been
arrested as part of an ongoing
investigation by city police
into Illegal use of narcotic
drugs, Police Chief Galen Ash
said yesterday.
Robert Roach, 36, who has
no permanent address but is
believed to live in the Toledo
area, was arrested by Bowling Green and Toledo police
at a pharmacy in Toledo.
Police allege that Roach
made 30 purchases of narcotic-based cough syrup
within the last five months in
the Bowling Green area, using a false name to make
some of the purchases.
He was charged by Bowling
Green police with one count of
illegal purchase of exempt
narcotics, and was served
with an indictment from the
Wood County grand jury for
three counts ofillegal narcotics purchases.

Aetna, reported "zero change,"
Fox said.
Rep. Louis Blessing Jr., RCincinnati, and some other Republicans said they went along
in hopes the Senate will improve
the bill. He said if the Legislature is going to enact a bill,
"We need to keep the process
moving."
Some of the changes require
attempts to settle negligence
and other similar lawsuits out of
court, permit the payment of
major awards in time installments, and impose penalties for
the filing of frivolous lawsuits.
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CAREER SEARCH '87
Time

Police arrest
drug suspects

Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi

David Bednarski
Steve Callitsis
Chris Cheuvront
Doug Chorpenning ^j^s&
Todd Derosa
„.
.
Al Schubert
Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi

Allstate
February 26.27

Vaco
Products

March 3

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 19,h

submitted by March 19, 1987

to: Ethnic Studies Dept. 117
Shatzel Hall, 372-2796

Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi

Jeff Farthing
David Herrick
Eddie Kozarevic
Paul Reider
Ken Rider
Sigma Chi

Sigma Chi

i
o

Sigma Chi

All students interesied in employment at the
SRC should lake note of the following dates:
Applications avalible at
Student Recreation Center
at 7:00 a.m. (300 applications avalible).
Screening of applications
at SRC by staff and student
employee board.
All applicants must return
to the Student Recreation
Center (no calls please)
-those selected will sign
up for an interview time
on the 9th, 10th, 11th, and
12th of March.

Resumes are being accepted
Open to all business majors & related fields

A

Hannigan has pleaded not
guilty to the charges against
her. A pre-trial hearing has
been set for March 13. She
was released on her own reo
ognizace.
Police said the investigation will continue and more
arrests are expected.

1987-88 Employee Selection
February 23

For ethnic oriented
Folk art projects such as:
Architecture
Festivals
Art
Furnishings
Costuming
Jewelry
Criticism
Music
Crafts
Literature
Cuisine
Philosophy
Dance
Poetry
Approximate monetary awards:
1st prize $250
2nd prize $100
3rd prize - $50
Completed student projects must be

Two Bowling Green women
were arrested two weeks ago
on indictments from the
grand jury stemming from
the same Investigation. Patricia Hannigan, 3114) N.
Main St., and Kimberlee
Black, 636 S. College Drive,
were each charged with one
count of deception to obtain
dangerous drugs, specifically
codeine-based cough syrups.

SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY PRESENTS ITS
SPRING 1987 PLEDGE CLASS

Sigma Chi

Ohio
Suite 2

BLOCH/HESKETT
ETHNIC ARTS AWARD

Sigma CM

Police said Roach also
could face charges in Delaware and Franklin counties
on drug-related offenses.
Bond has been set at $6,000.

March
9,10,11,12
March 17

Interviews held at SRC.
Names of 1987-88 (beginning
Fall '87) Employees will be
posted at the SRC and Student
Employment.

For More Information Call 372-2711
Legion of Honor ' Legion of Honor » Legion of Honor * Legion of Honor Legion of Honor
c
o
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SIGMA NU
proudly presents its new pledges:

!

Don Bizzarro
John Downs
Mike Durall
Darren Feist
Ed Meintel

Russ Musille
Eric Rathburn
Eric Strong
Mike Zink

and its new actives:
Dan Santora
Steve Schmackers
Tony Swecker
Andy Wasiniak
Greg Youngstrom

Bob Keyes
Eric Kinaitis
Jim Martin
Sam Pepper
Bill Pincoe
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News Briefs
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Alleged organized-crime figure arrested
DAYTON (AP) -William Stepp, described by
law enforcement sources as a leading organized
crime figure, was arrested yesterday on federal
tax-evasion charges.
The three-count indictment, which was returned
in Cincinnati, says Stepp and his wife understated
their taxes by $170,377 from 1980 to 1982, said U.S.
Attorney D. Michael Crites.
Stepp was to have an initial appearance hearing
last evening before U.S. Magistrate Michael Merz
in Dayton.
Stepp could be sentenced to 15 years in prison
and 1120,000 in fines if convicted of all charges.
"This is a case I personally intend to pros-

ecute," Crites said. "This is the type of case that
this individual has had a great deal of attention in
this community over the past IS or 20 years and I
think the community expects its prosecutor to be
involved in the case."
Crites sniri the investigation lasted about three
years and involved the FBI, the Internal Revenue
Service and the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task I orce of Southern Ohio.
He said t)>e investigation against Stepp "and
others" is continuing, Dut he would not detail any
additional possible charges or who the other
people wo. ilc be. Crites also declined comment on
why Stepi s wife was not indicted.

Punishment for train tampering sought
WASHINGTON (AP) - The head of the Federal
Railroad Administration yesterday asked Congress for authority to punish railroad employees
who tamper with safety equipment, complaining
that such tampering is widespread and (he government is now unable to curb it.
FRA Administrator John Riley said federal
investigators have found at least 18 cases of
tampering with safety devices since a Jan. 4
collision involving an Amtrak passenger train.
Enforcement actions, with fines ranging from $250
to $2,500, have been taken against seven compa-

nies, he s< d
"I fear whit we have discovered may truly be
the tip of i IM iceberg," Riley told a Senate Commerce sul>committee looking into rail safety. He
said equipint nt tampering is difficult to detect by
the relativ 'h small force of federal inspectors.
Among I ne equipment that is being made inoperable in locomotives are speed governors, signal
alerting et;ui iment and automatic train braking
devices, a. v ell as so-called "dead-man pedals
to guard ; gi inst an engineer falling asleep or
becoming UK apacitated, officials said

War horrors recounted in Demjanjuk trial
JERUSALEM (AP) - A trial witness recounted
the horrors of Treblinka yesterday and the brutal
role played by "Ivan the Terrible," the death
camp guard who Israel says later became Ohio
autoworker John Demjanjuk.
Yitzhak Arad said Ivan and another Ukrainianborn Nazi guard named Nicolai "used to stand
near the entrance (of the gas chambers), driving
the Jews to their deaths under a shower of blows
and beatings .. . using bayonets or metal bars or
whatever was available."
Demianiuk, wearing the same brown suit he has
worn at all his court appearances since his extradition to Israel one year ago, listened to Arad's

testimony without showing emotion. It was the
second day of his trial.
He leaned forward at times, fiddling with Ma
earphones through which he heard a simultaneous
translation from Hebrew into English.
Demjanuk, retired now and stripped of bis U.S.
citizenship, says he is not "Ivan the Ttrribk" ami
never was at Treblinka.
Arad, whose entire family was killed in the
Holocaust, wrote a book on Treblinka and is
director of the Yad Vashem Holocaust museum.
He said he came across "Ivan the Terrible's"
name in testimony of Treblinka survivors and of
Nazi SS guards tried in Duesseldorf, Germany.

Red ink would color state repair proposal
COLUMBUS (AP) - A proposed ballot issue
that would generate $1.8 billion to help rebuild
crumbling roads, bridges, water and sewer systems would cost the state $3.3 billion to implement, a fiscal analysis showed yesterday.
But Senate President Paul Gillmor, prune sponsor of the measure, compared the long-term costs
to those involved in buying a home, and said it was
a sound investment for the state to make.
Hearings on the proposed constitutional amendment began in the Senate Highways, Transportation, and Local Government Committee.

"Sometimes debt is worthwhile, sometimes it is
not. In this case, nobody else has a viable alternative way of meeting the need," Gillmor said.
"You've got cars falling into potholes that are
bigger than cars.... I think in this case it's a good
investment."
If approved by the Senate and House, voters in
the November election would be asked to authorize the state to borrow, through the sale of taxexempt bonds, up to $180 million a year for 10
years.
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This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound* to
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Booker shines despite tragedy
by Tom Reed
sports reporter

BG News/Mike McCune

Frank Booker

Give a hoot.

NEWLOVE
RENTALS

When Frank Booker scored a
career-high 31 points against
Davidson College, his brother,
Maurice, was there to celebrate.
When Booker missed a lastsecond free throw in the 71-70
loss to Central Michigan, Maurice was there to console. In
fact, Maurice hasn't missed a
Bowling Green game this season.
Tonight, he'll watch the Falcons play Ball State in Anderson
Arena. But Frank said you'U
never know he's there, despite
having the best seat in the
HOUSE.
"Maurice looks on from
heaven," Booker said.
In August, Maurice Booker,
35, died of double pneumonia. He
was so busy helping others,
Maurice forgot to take care of
himself.
"He worked himself too
hard," Booker said. "He was
always trying to do the right
thing for my mother and our
family. Nothing ever prevented
him from trying to be successful
for us."
Nothing except his own mortality. And even that can't stop
him from aiding the ones he
loved.

"Maurice talks to me a lot,
especially when I pray," the
senior from Augusta, Ga., said.
"He gives me guidance and all
he asks in return is that I give
rav very best."
Maurice, who was a nursing
home administrator, died in the
prime of life. But Frank is making sure his spirit still lives.
Booker said he has dedicated the
entire season to the memory of
his brother.
"I'm going all out for him," he
said.
Booker's performance has reflected this attitude. He's played
a pivotal role in leading the
Falcons back to respectability.
Booker paces the team in scoring with a 14.3 ppg average.
He is 10th in the Mid-American Conference in scoring and
third in free throw percentage.
"Frank is the most important
Slayer on this team," BG guard
oe Gregory said. "When he
plays wefl we play well."
When Booker hits his rhythm,
he's unstoppable. But there has
been one foe which has found a
way to curb Booker's effectiveness.
Adversity.
In the past three years,
Booker has nad a tougher time
shaking adversity than most of
his defenders. As a sophomore.

VILLAGE GREEN

"There is nothing so troublesome that
you can't rebound from it. Mo matter how
bad things are, there is always a way up."
— Frank Booker
he was sidelined because of a
serious knee injury. Last year,
Booker missed the second half of
the season due to academic ineligibility.
Yet, despite the setbacks, he is
usually optimistic.
In Booker's world, the glass is
never half empty - it's half full.
Good will always triumph over
evil, even if it takes overtime to
doit.
"There is nothing so troublesome that you can't rebound
from it," he said. "No matter
how bad things are, there is
always a way up."
Booker credits his outlook on
life to the most important person
in the world - mom. Wilnelmenia Booker, a nurse in Augusta,
said Frank's not so bad himself.
"Words can't express my love
for him," Wilhelmenia said.
"Frank would always run in the
house and kiss me no matter
who was there. I don't know of
any other child who would do
that.

Put your message
on a walking
billboard....

"My other kids always say
'you love Frank more than us.'
He shows tremendous leadership and he's always been
mentally strong."
That strength has been tested
on many occasions, though.
Especially when Maurice
died. It was a traumatic time in
Booker's life. But right before he
died, Maurice tola the family
something which eased Frank's
grief.
"He called us together and
said, 'don't be sad because I just
spoke with God and he told me I
was going to heaven,' " Booker

said.
"That helped a lot knowing he
died happy.
On the day of his funeral,
Wilhelmenia said Frank never
shed a tear. Once again, Booker
looked adversity in the eye and
beat it one-on-one.
Now, he prepares to confront
another challenge, the MAC
tournament. While the odds are
long, Booker naturally believes
BG will triumph.
"We will win the MAC tournament," Booker said.
>: See Booker, page 7.
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very close-to-campus
one bedroom, unfurnished
FREE water and sewer
private parking
STOP BY OUR OFFICE NOW

328 S. Main
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Private Pool For Your Enjoyment
Call now for our special low summer rates.

352-5620
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_CHARLESTOWN
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning

The American Express" Card can gel IOU virtualk
evenlhing from a T\ to a T-shirt Or a tuxedo
From Tuba lo Thailand So during college and after IS the
perfect way lo pav for iu-i about anything you II want
How to gel the Card before graduation.
College B the hrst sign of success .And because
we believe in yrlur potential, we ve madi U etsfcf
to get the American Express Card right now You can
qualify even before you graduate with our special
studait offers For details, look for applications
on campus Or just call l-HOO-TIIE-CAKU and ask
for a student application
The American Kxpress Card
Don't Leave School Without It.

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380
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Are you interested in corre7n»25 sponding to people in other parts
| | ot the country?

jfi&gl

Rainbow Riders provides you with the opportunity to
establish connections with another across the U.S. via an
exchange of address We strive to achieve an interesting,
compatible match tor you. '
A small sample of our connections include:
UCLA
FLA SI Univ
Univ ot Texas
Arizona St. Univ
Perm St Unrv
Univ ot Colora
do (Bolder)

Univ ot Hawaii
Texas ASM
Univ ot S. Carolina
Univ ot Cent FLA
Univ of S FLA
Univ ol Cal (Santa Barb I

Univ ot Cal (Berkley)
Univ of Arizona
Univ of FLA
Bowling Green St Univ
Ohio State Univ
Univ of Akron

Penning" has easily led to lasting friendships, broadened horizons, job
opportunities and even places to visit when vacationing for all college
onented persona

Enclosed is $6 to assure my exchange of address with another
Send to Rainbow Riders. P.O Box 1498. Medina, Ohio 44258
In order of importance, my preferences are
_ male _ female _ age _ geographic area
Please include special interests with order
Your name
Address 4 School
!_

(CLAJID
VDMCIS

* We cannot unconditionally guarantee an exact match ol all preferences,
but we'll try our hardest Please allow 2-3 weeks for delivery
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NY star
wins his
case

Reds will depend on Bell
CINCINNATI (AP) - Cincinnati Reds third baseman Buddy
Bell, who had a big year in 1986,
will be heavily counted on to
anchor a revamped infield this
season.
The Reds open spring training
Friday in Tampa, Fla., when 21
pitchers and five catchers are
scheduled to be in camp for the
first workout. The inf ielders and
outfielders are scheduled to join
the batterymen for the first fullsquad workouts on Feb. 25.

NEW YORK (AP)-Don
Mattingly of the New York
Yankees was yesterday
granted the largest salary
arbitration award in the lJyear history of the procedure,
winning a $1,975 million oneyear contract.
"I'm very happy and very
pleased with the decision,
Mattingly said through his
agent, Jim Krivacs.
Yankees owner George
Steinbrenner had offered $1.7
million to Mattingly, his AllStar first baseman who had a
.352 batting average last year
with 113 RBI and 31 homers.
The previous highest arbitration award was the $1.85
million granted to pitcher Detroit's Jack Morris last week.

may face a challenge. The Reds
reportedly mentioned Oester's
name during off-season trade
discussions, and veteran infielder Dave Concepcion and
young shortstop candidates Kurt
Stillwell and Barry Larkin could
wind up playing second base if
Oester's play doesn't satisfy the
Reds.
Bell, 35, had his finest season
with Cincinnati since being acquired in a July 1985 trade with
the Texas Rangers. In 1986, he
continued his strong defensive
play at third base, but supplemented it with a solid performance at the plate.
His batting average of .278
was his best since 1983. He hit 20
home runs, a career high. He
drove in 75 runs, his best total
since he knocked in 83 for Texas
in 1964.
Bell also drew 73 walks to lead
the Reds in that category.

Cincinnati will play a 31-game
exhibition schedule leading up to
the traditional National League
season opener in Cincinnati,
against the Montreal Expos on
April 6.
The Reds are likely to have
new starters at shortstop and
first base in 1987. Second baseman Ron Oester, a fixture in
recent seasons at his position,

"In my opinion, Buddy Bell
was the MVP of this team in the
last half," said outfielder Dave
Parker, the slugger who has
been the backbone of Cincinnati's offense since Joining the
team as a free agent in December 1983.
The Reds are hoping that Bell
stays healthy in 1987 and that he
avoids the batting slumps which
have dogged him in Cincinnati
prior to 1986.
Manager Pete Rose said Bell
may get a day off every now and
then this season, "if he's lucky."
Infielder-outfielder Nick
Esasky and outfielder Tracy
Jones are vying for the starting
job at first base, along with
Terry Francona, a former Montreal and Chicago Cubs player
invited to the Reds' spring training camp as a non-roster player.
Rose and veteran Tony Perez
were the first basemen last

Classifieds
Faehton Merchandlalng Association
Mealing Fob 18th. 8 00 p m . McFal Center
Speaker--Carolyn Harding. Marketing Director
ol Woodland Mai
Coma and learn about the "new mal" in Bowing
Green

CAMPUS ft CITY EVENTS
• TONITE •
COME JOIN THE FIGHT AGAINST M S
8 00 201 EDUC
Studenta Agalnal MuHlpl. Scl.ro.li
• Open lo Al •
"••'COCIUI MEETING"'
»«.. Fab. II at »:00 p.m In BA 116
Ba a part of a graving organization!
Pleeee bring your duea. All ma|ora welcome!
•SELLINGS SALES MGMT ClUB MEETING'
Wed. Fob 18m 7 00pm
Unrorv-Town Room
New mombors are welcomed1
ACM Meeting
Aaaoctatton lor Computing Machinery
Wed . Fab 18. 7 30. 121 Hayes
ABSTHACTS FOR lilt SHANKLIN
RESEARCH COMPETITION ARE DUE IN THE
OSS OFFICE BY S PM FRIDAY 27 Of
FEBRUARY
Cal 372-2426 lor detHa.

Fnenda ol the Deal Community
Meeting Feb 19 8 00 pm 218 Ed Bug
Guaat Speaker Kety McConnel
from Gaaaudet University
GRADUATE STUDENT JOB SEARCH
CHALLENGE
Graduate Students Bring your resume resume
questions, and (Ob search concema—Saturday.
February 21 from 1--3 pm In the Community
Suite ol the Union. Co sponsored by GSS and
Placement Services Cat GSS at 372-2428 for
more Info

Coma celebrate me first annual GORP DAY with
the Environmental Interest Group Bring a Sam
pat of your tevortte recipe to tonight s meeting
al 7 30 m the Reaource Room. Hayes Hal Al
are welcome

Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy lest, objectfve information By appointment or walk-in
Cal NOW 354-HOPE
WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe SI . Toledo
Ottering
gynecological services a pregnancy termlnetton
by eceneed physician including prenatal,
obstetrics, pregnancy tasting. Pap teat (lor cervical cancer). VD screening, birth control Mo .
Tube! Ugafion. termination of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks {special rales for students I
By apowntment 1-241-2471
Wordprocoasing-typing done, tree disk
storage, cal Sue in Maumee 893-4186

NOTICE" MEP PRE REGISTRATION
MELTING" Al elementary ad majors and
elementary ed - special ad dual and triple ma
tore who appead lor Fall 1S87 MEP are e«
pected to abend the meeting, Thursday.
February 19. 8:00-8 00 pm 515 Ufa Science
BUg BE THERE"

PERSONALS

LOST & FOUND

Larkin, 22, and Stillwell, 21,
both saw playing time at shortstop last year and are considered the leading contestants for
the starting job at that position.
Concepcion, 38, who has been
Cincinnati's starting shortstop
since 1970, is being relegated to
duty as a pinch hitter and
backup infielder this season.

"We want Central Michigan,
they are afraid of us. We've
played them well twice."
Booker, however, is not always filled with enthusiasm.
Saturday, he had his worst outing of the season in BG's 66-53
loss to Kent. He hit just one of
six attempts from the field and
rode the bench for most of the
second half.
"I played bad. but that is
behind1 me," Booker said smiling.
For Booker, life goes on.
When basketball is over, he
wants to be a sales representative. He doesn't dream of being
better than the rest. He doesn't
care if he winds up on top.
But Frank Booker knows he'll
one day be above it all - sitting
next to Maurice watching the
game of life from the best seats
Si the HOUSE.

GR€€NBRinR INC.

SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENGLAND
PLUS EARN 15 HOURS BGSU CREDIT'
FOR MORE INFO EVERY WEO EVENING
AT 7 30 IN 411 SOUTH HALL

Still hos
apartments
Gose-to-Campus

• • -IPCO CLUB MEETING* ■ ■
WEO. FEB 18 AT 9 00 IN BA 118
ALL MAJORS WELCOME'

L€ROV fiV€NU€ flPTS

• • • IPCO CLUB MEETING- ■ ■
WEO. FEB 18 AT 9 00 IN BA 116
ALL MAJORS WELCOME'

(514 - 530 leroY five.)
Available:
Houses, 1 Bedroom Rpts.
ond 2 Bedroom flpts.

•OET YOUR ACT TOGETHERFOR THE S A M S ROCKAUKE CONTEST"
UPTOWN. MARCH 4. 6-12 PM
RegtatratJon lor acts wM be taken Feb 23-27.
Unrv Hal. 10-4
-POMMERETrii-

INTERESTED IN TRAVELING AND
EXPERIENCING A NEW CULTURE??
STUDY IN ENGLAND!I
FOR MORE INFO. EVERY WED. EVENING
AT 7:J0 IN 411 SOUTH HALL

STUDENT PERSONNFL ASSOC
Neat Meeting
Wednesday. February 16
7 30. 208 Epplar North
See you there

•.Q.8.U. RACOUETBALL CLUB
MEETING TONIGHT 8 46 AT S R C
GET IN SHAPE FOR UPCOMING TOURNAMENTS BY PLAYING ON THE CHALLENGE
LADDER CHECK THE BULLETIN BOARD
NEXT TO COURT 2 FOR NAMES AND PHONE
NUMBERS
BG News meeting tor volunteers-writer* and
photographers every Sunday. 8 pa, 210
Waal Hall For further Inlotmatlon call
372 2803

SERVICES OFFERED

year, but Perez retired after the
1986 season and Rose has given
up his status as a player until
May to concentrate on managing.

Booker
O Continued from page 6.

CONGRATULATIONS FOR WORKING
SO HARD FOR THE MONEY, AND
DON'T DRINK THE WATER 6EFORE YOU
CONOAI

224 €. LUoostcr St.

352-0717

Mi*,

••PumpirJnHope you have a great' B-day"
PS DU you rneh al ol your duties?' I don't
think so" Hoe Hoe'

$20 reward for return of anchor croa*
necklace Loot near Harshman Cal Vet™ at
372-2475

• • • IPCO CLUB MEETING • • ■
WED , FEB 16 AT 9 00 IN BA 116
ALL MAJORS WELCOME'

presents

Take an active, assertive approach
to Career Search '87 Utlize personal
ntorvtew time wrth various Company
Representatives Coming to Bowing
Green on THURSDAY FEBRUARY 19th
"Attend al scheduled workshops''

Found Watrrran m MSB Lecture M on 2-13
Cal 3724250 to identity

Continued on page 8

FOUND LADIES GOLD WATCH FOUND BY
BANK MACHINE IN UNION ON THURS . FEB
12 IN AM CALL SUZANNE. 372-2671

COPIES
HALF OFF

We're the Original YES People
When it Comes to Your
Off Campus Housing Needs

R. E. MANAGEMENT

ROCK STAR P0ST6R
& Post Card Sale

TODflV!
Thursday & Friday

After your first 100 copies from one
original, the rest are Half-Price!

in the Union Foyer
10 am - 6 pm
Posters & Post Cards

kinko's

of your favorite stars!

Great copies. Great people.
Put Your Housing Needs in Our Hands!
505 Clough B15

TONITE!!
FALCONS
VS.

BALL STATE
5:30 p.m. - WOMEN
8:00 p.m. -MEN
* Falcon Women can clinch a tie for the
conference championship!
' Falcon Men shooting for tournament berth!
* Falcon House T-shirts, the Pizza Brothers
Halfcouh Heave, and the TWA/AA A Falcon
Florida Flyaway!!!
* The best band and cheerleaders In the
MAC!

THE HOUSE THAT ROARS!!

Preferred Properties Co.

113 Railroad St.
(Beside Dorsey's)

352-9302

835 High St.-Rental Office
Phone:352-9378

354-3977

x

I

Enjoy Good Living in '87 with

S

Pledmont-tV* High Sf.
650 Sixth St.
707 Sixth St.
818 Seventh St.

FRESH BAKED

! CHICKEN
DINNER

I

I

$299

1/2 chicken, salad,
rolls, butter, cookies

Warzy's
PUKu

DELICATESSEN i
1068 N. Main St., B.G.g
352-8434
|
rQ23

JVumber

AraBabk Every Day
Wxwx;x*x*xxx:xxxxx-x*xxx«*xtt^

Available for fall rentals:

Our apartments feature
two bedrooms, carpeted, gas heat,
laundry areas in each building,
lots of closet space, 1 Kk baths.

Cherrywood Health Spa
Ail residents will be granted membership to
the Health Spa. The facility features Hydro
Spa Whirlpool, Sunlamps, Shower Massage,
Indoor Healed Pool, Metos Sauna, Complete
Exercise facilities and Equipment.

Stop in and tee our listings
for summer rentals!

Classifieds
Continued from page 7
•SELLING S SALES MGMT CLUB MEETING"
Wed . Feb ism. 7 00 PM
Union-Town Room
New members eta welcomed'
-SENIOR POtMaERETTESSHERPJ. USA. BAB8. MIMI.
KELLY. ANDMARGOT
YOU'VE SHOWN EM AL1 HOW
NOW TAKE YOUR FINAL BOW'
A surprise came to X vrhen the AJpha Oerts nan
yel another cande passing Concratuettlons
are emended to HerrJi Schueaaler end Bemie
Karlhan on your engegemenl LAL. Your AJpha
Den MM
Adam
To My 1 Powertifter
CONGRATULATIONS I
Knew You Could do it<
Love ya.

ALL CAMPUS INDEPENDENT FRESHMAN
MALE POOL TOURNAMENT REGISTRATION
IS OPEN UNTIL FEB 20 WITH PLAY BEGINN
ING FEB 24 REGISTRATION FEE $2 WITH
ALL PROCEEDS GOING TO HELP FIGHT
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS REGISTER BY CALLING 372 2959 OR 372-1741 AWARDS WHO.
GO TO 1ST AND 2ND PLACES HELP BREAK
MS
Annual Leadership Conference
Discover the Challeng.
Annusl Leadership Conference
Feb. 20-21
Annual leadership Conference
lover the Challenge
Annual Leadership Conference
Feb. 20-21
Annual Leadership Conference
Discover the Challenge
Annual Leadership Conference
Fab. 20-21
Attention: All Available B.G.S.U. MenThe KKQ Engagement Club would like to announce that there ere available Kappaa left.
You may be crushed by one aoon.
AXO Seniors
Gat reedy to party II up tonight!
Ramada Comedy Club Here We Comet
BEGINNING CALLIGRAPHY
TUES , FEB 24 THRU MARCH 19
TAFT ROOM. 6-7 PM. FEE $15 00
SIGN-UP IN UAO OFFICE
Brain Dead Ted:
MARDI GRAS Is going be soooo much lunl
Run Through the Reruns, what a themel
Sure, we'll have Qllllgana Island, Qunemoke,
Myatlcs, Mocktalla, Meikan food, fun, games

A morel
Bul-wlll there be toast?
FEb. 26, 0-12, In the Union

Intloduong
Levi's 900 Series tor Women
Jeans N Things

Carolyn Styer had a great 2lat bethday due to
the efforts ol some very special mends Thank
you Angle B . Karen S Missy M . and Deanna
G You are as great'
COME SEE THE TOMMERETTES
PERFORM THEIR GRAND FINALE
TONIGHT IN ANDERSON ARENA'
CONGRATULATIONS TO CINDY AND KEVIN
ON YOUR VALENTINE'S DAY PEARUNGI
OOPS I MEAN ALPHA DELT KAPPA SK3
LAVEUERING" I'M SO HAPPY FOR YOU' ALL
MY LOVE TO YOU BOTH' LYNN
PS ARE YOU READING THIS GEORGE7
Delta Tau Delta
A great big thanks lor al ol your support lor
your Phllanthrophy Florida Feng The (lowers
were beautiful You guys arr great" Love, the
Alpha Phis
Delta 2eta Delta Zela Delta Zeta Delta Zeta

I think N'e wonderful that we have been
chosen honorary King A Queen of Mardl
Qraa. Remember, it's Feb. 21, from ■ pm-12
em In the University Union See you there!'
Diane Larson
John Tracy and Tina Braver
CongmuMtona on you engagement We vrleh
you the beet ot luck
The brother of Sigma No
LIVE AT POUYEYES
Thursday-Patrick Boyd
B-l. 440 E Court St
Over 80 import Been'
Michael LolkcI belays I owe a personal to the only date who
would dance on tables with a rose in Ms mouth
Thanks lor the entertainment'
BeckyB
Pregnant? Worried? Perhape we can help Local
chadless couple hopes to adopt baby through
private attorney (No agency red tape ) We wtJ
pay medical best and legal lees Respond to
Boa 582-S c-o Sentinel Triune. 300 E Poe
RoV BG. OH 43402 or eel 1-472-8695 after
5
Round and round the cande did go. Those at
formal were the first lo know Congrarutetions
Cindy Weatendorf on your peering to Kevin
We're glad the secret a out LAL, Your Alpha
Pelt Slaters
sVMNQ BREAK VACATION
Daytona Ft Lauderdale or South Padre TX
Starting at $139 7 Nights Quad occupancy
Transportation packages aveAabte. For Information cad 1-800-222-4139 STUDENT AGENTS
WELCOME
Spring Break Hurryi Limited apece avseaMe at
these number one cotegate beech and ski
rJeetfnabuns South Padre Island Daytona
Beech. Steamboat Springs. Man Beach-Fort
lauderdale Mustang Island Port Arena**.
Gerveslon island and Fort Walton Beach Cat
Sunchase Tours Central Spring Break Tol Free
Hot Une Today lor aiformatlon and reservations
1-800-321-59111

THE BROTHERS OF ALPHA SIGMA PHI
WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE SEAN
BROWN AND MICHELLE PARKS ON THEIR
ALPHA SfG ALPHA DELT PINNING
To everyone who supported our phlanthropy
Florida Fang. Your help was greatly appreciated Thanks for making it such a big sue
cess' Love, the AJpha Phis
TOD0""~
Thanks lor such a terrific time et Cupid's
Revenge' You resty got youra with the card (ha,
ha) Wei. I guess its my turn now I had a
BLAST" I knew I would 'cuz "you reaty fun'
Love-Mchele
Typing and Word Processing Services and
Resumes Thesis end dissertations AtoZData-across from Uhlman's. 352-5042
UAO SUNBREAK '47
SPRING BREAK IN
DAYTONA BEACH'!!
$225
STAY WITH THE BEST AT
THE PLAZAII!
SIGN UP TODAY-UAO OFFICE

Government Homes from $1 |U repair) Dean
quent lav property
Repossessions Cat
805-087-6000 E«1 GH-9849 for current repo

■at

Have you picked up your FREE Student Dacount Card at SMITHS HALLMARK
Hey Ted.
Hera you heerd about Mardl Qraa Feb. 217
The theme la Run Through the Reruns. I"s
aura to be a ma|or Btoa-ouflllll
Nancy

Hair
Unlimited

SA

Mon & Tues 9-6
Wed • Frl
M
Sot
94
143W.Wooster 353-3281

CONME SARRON'S p> COMMA TO IsMM
Wanted Bartenders waltraeaea. kitchen hafp
New Mexican restaurant No phone cek Apply
In person only 10-1 1 2-6. Monday-Friday at
893 S Men
Graduate Nurses
Southwest General Hoeprtal a a 325 bad
genera acute care fadtty located m MWcseour g
Hts . a suburb of Cleveland. Ohio Founded in
1920. It has become a major medical nsOtutton
eervltgS Weat Cuyehoga County
We aojajafj invite you to attend an open house
for graduate nurses on Sunday. Fab 22. 1987
from 11 oo am. --3:00 p.m.
RSVP • required Cal cosed (216) 826-8026.
Laveme Hummel. Personnel Depl Southwest
General Hospital. 18697 E Begley Hd.. MUdktburg Hts. OH 44130
HELP WANTED
12 alternoons
housakeapmo, babysitting 354-7479

For Sale 2 red mini couchee. dorm room size
good condition
Asking $35 each Cal
353-8503 after 6 pm.
Need to get in shape tor Spring Break?
Want lo keep ai shape In your dorm room?
How about Olympic Weights (150 bs) a curl
bar? Worth $170. lor sale $90 phene
354-7633
NOROICA SKI BOOTS
SUe 9-1K $50
364-7401

NANNKS
New Jersey and New York lamdii are aaaklng
rve-n care lor the* chtdren Room, board, and
airfare provided Salaries $150-week and up
No lee Openinga aveeette for persons with
creative chid care etuis Contact Chid Care
Resources. 609-683-9595

Oasses for the 4/11/87
EXAM begin Monday,
March 2.

CALL 536-3701
3550 SECOR ROAD
TOLEDO

t KAPLAN

SIANUT M K API AN IDlKAtlONAl (.NTH ITO

Somewhere and something different for Sum
mar Employment? Work on the downtown
ahoretne ol Keteya Wand at the CASINO! Uve
entertainment 7 day* a weak Heeded are
bartenders, welters, waitresses and cooks Apply to P.O. 28. Keteya Bland. OH 43438 c-o
TomUtrteh 419-746-2323. Good pay

FOR SALE

t bedroom house and 1 bedroom apt for summar' 1987 and 1987-88 school year
1-267-3341

Stereo-2 acouatlc speakers Marantz turntable,
Saneu receiver $250 or best offer Cal
353-3034

FOR RENT

Attractive 2. 3. A 4 Bdr Houses Very Good
Conorron. Close to Campus. 1987-88 year.
Fum . Cat 353-7547 after 8 00 p m
Buff Apts. now ranting for 17-44 school yesr
end summer 47. Completely furnished 2
bediuuiii spit, rent I. $5$0 per month during
•chool year 47-44. For summer '47, rant la
$600 per .p.rtment for the summer. Carl Tim
at 352-7112 or atop by at 1470 Ctough St.,
AptFl.

For rant-vary race efficiency tor summer term
Greet location Close to cemput PLEASE CALL
353-5816.
Fumahed Efficiency
Complete with cotor TV, Cab* and HBO. Al
unities paid Ideal for uppercteasmen or
graduates Semester leases B.G.'a finest
apartment value $320 per month. Phone
354-3182 or 362-1520
HELP! Sub-leose tor next year, 2 bdrm. aptm a
house. $ 150 a month tor 3 bedroom $ 112 for
lour EVERYTHING EVERYTHING INCLUDED.
2ND AND ELM. Cat 2-1340, 2-1754, 2-1755

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments
For 3-4 students
Office hours 10 a.m.-3 p.m
Located 318 E Marry, No 3
For more Into or appointment
Phone 352-7365 anytime
Also summer rentals

Houses & Apta close to campus for Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year 1-267-3341
ONE-BEDROOM APT. ON FOURTH 4 HIOM
FOR SUBLEASE THIS SUMMER FURfUHEDNO UTILITIES. CALL SOON-35J-4124
Steve Smith Apartment Rentals Houses and
Duplexes lor 1987-88 school year 362-8917

im NOT SuRf, Bui

Upetexs apt In house tor summer only 2
bedroom with Ihsng room, kitchen and
rxetrlroom. Set up tor tour people Lower summer rest of $90 month par person Cat
362-2932

OWENS CORNING FIBERGLASS ursisiaenon
tor Computer Seance or MIS majors Interested
In a 00-op or rternehip wd be held Wedneeday.
February 18 at 7:00 PM. Capital Room. Student Union Sponsored by Cooperatrvs Educe
■on, 238 Admin . 372-2451

How to live
with someone
who's living
with cancer.
When one person gels
cancer, everyone in [he family
suffers
Nobody knows beiier than we
do how much help and
understanding is needed. Thai's
why our service and rehabilitation
programs emphasize the whole
family, not just the cancer patient
Among our regular services
we provide information and
guidance to patients and families,
transport patients to and from
treatment, supply home care items
and assist patients in their return to
everyday life
Life is whai concerns us. The
life of cancer patients The lives of
their families. So you can see we
are even more than the research
organization we are to well known
to be.

by ART PRICE

I
■

LfTCKOF IDEAS STflrfTfD..-

Two bedroom, fumahed apartmenta tor the
8788 school year 352-2663

2 bedroom apartment Nearly redecorated
Aiatahll mmedatery 352-7464.

FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
Nail 10 Aspen Wine Restaurant
2 bdrm -turn A unfum.
Cat Tom 352-4673 day*
352-1800 eves

Sofa, loveeeel. che». good condition $175 or
beat offer Cal 353-3034

Light

Make hundreds weekly meeVig drcukvsl No
quotas' Limits' Rush self addressed stamped
envelope AM MAR 256 Robertson, Dept PS.
Beverly Hah. CA 90211

1 A 2 bedroom furnished apts tor summer A
1987-88 school year S A V Rents*.
352-7454

ONKYO TURNTABLE
BRAND NEW CARTRIDGE
354-1216 RANDY. AFTER 6 00

j THINK THIS /SHOuJ

First there was a ghost candle passing lor
vachete Parks but it took a second one for tm
to announce her Alpha Sigma Phi ptnrsng to
Sean Brown It was worth the wall Congratulations' LAL The Sisters ol Alpha Delta Pi

ALWAYS

AfsUNES CRUISEUNES WRING'
Summer Career! Good Pay Travel
Cat lor Guide. Cassette. Newsservice!
1918) 944-4444 Ext 2

■OR SALE: 1 pt Roeelgnol SUS $75-Sigma
acouatlc guitar $200 and ataorted bear sign.
Must eel for rent $$ Cal Jay al 362-0701
Leave maange.

Sales I em looking (or a lew good people to ion
the Nebona Fastest Growing Heath and Nutrition Company No ceUng on eamnge Cat today. 874-8808

The brothers ol Alpha Teu Omega wah a
belated congratulations to
•KEVIN GAFFNEYand
•PAM PARISHon thee engagement!

Fl|l Chris M
The date party was great and I couldn't hhve
asked lor a funner dale But I thought you hated
Thanks!'
Ann

GUYS

120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSTTONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp In Poocno Mis., PA. Contact Cayuga.
P.O. Box 234BG. Kentworth. NJ 07033
12011-276-0108

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment of many apts and dupleiee
tor summer A fall rentali
CALL NOW for choice .pit.
154-2240
Office located at lit E Wooatar.

CO-OP CORNER

HELP WANTED

O6NOX/0US Ai

DOUG.
HAVE YOU SIGNED UP FOR UAO'S SUNBREAK b' YEP IT'S ONLY $225 1 THEY'RE
STAYING AT THE PLAZAII
SPIKE

with ad thru 2-28

Electric Typewriter
Cxcsssnt Condition
$150 HauutaHe
Cat Bob at 372-6225

napreaantaHiiea are needed to demonstrate the
asset toahtona and cosmetics, experience or
w* Mi. Write (Include resume and photos)
Marketing Plus. Box 8601. Toledo. OH 43623

Delta Zeta Delta Zeta Delta Zela

$10

-Mardl One
-4 pm-12 am

The brothers ol Sigma Nu wah to congratulate
Kevin Thomas and Stephanie Gnm on their recent engagement

Donrse
Thanks lor making my Valentine's day and my
Me so special
I LOVE YOU!
Peg

0

55 Galon Fahtank Wood Cabinet Stand. Ignis
Rear Power Finer, heater, pump-bubble
system gravel. 2 mad. Oscars 1 Afcmo Caltah
$150 00. Firm Crap 353 0860 after 6 00 pm

-Feb. 21

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round Europe.
S Amar . Austrasa. Asa AI IMrje $900-2000
mo asaMsxassMj Free <i(o Wrtta UC, PO Bx
52-OH3 Carona Del Mar. CA 92626

Your sisters are so happy for you'

(Inc. shampoo t finish)

1977 Chevy Monte Cario
Beet oiler
Cal 352-8317

Teddy,
Lit.. Get PSYCHED for Mardl Qraa. ya know
it's. Ike. going lo be a bl.it ler ahural it's
l»e, Feb. 2», from 4-12 In the Union.
See you there, Sugar Lips
-BUFFY 4 HIL0Y-

Congratulations Linda Obertln
on your engagement to Chuck Maddern

Precision Cut
so Reo-

WILL TRADE ONE DOMMIZED FRIG (GREAT
WORKINO CONDITION) FOR ONE COUPON
BOOK. CALL KELLY AT 151-4124.
YOTED

PS. March 2 loots real good, doesn't n?
Bratnaua
Happy Hour Daily 6 9
Friday-Saturday 3-9
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